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ABSTRACT

An objective assessment of Nigeria's achievement since her independence shows clearly that the nationhood had been a catalogue of crises, indiscipline, human misery and wanton disregard of the value of human life. Based on the above statement of the problem, the major aims of this study are: to explore how religious/moral values can be applied in the thinking and actions of all Nigerians so as to promote the process of national development and unity in Nigeria. Information and data for this work were called from both primary and secondary sources. The primary sources were derived from participant abseniation, discussion and interaction as well as personal experience as a Nigerian who has been living in Nigeria since birth. Secondary sources include published books, articles and information from the media. The data were organized and presented through descriptive method. Consequently, all efforts of tackle the problem of national development and unity in Nigeria have roved abortive. The writer, therefore recommends serious concientization and socialization along the lives of religious moral values outlined in this project since they would invariably give rise to positive religious, political, social, economic and psychological well-beings of the entire citizens.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY:

The modern state of Nigeria, which was formerly a British colony, became an independent nation on the 1st of October 1960. Its population is estimated to be about 120 million. Nigeria is blessed with abundant human and natural resources. Yet it is a society in which the followership and leadership seem to have lost their God given conscience of what is good and evil and has therefore failed to develop morally and ethically as a result of this. This is evident from the ways we organize ourselves from day to day in our human relationship, our politics, economy and in our religious lives.

Nigerian society is bedeviled by corruption, indiscipline, dishonesty, injustice, abuse of drugs, insecurity of live and property, denial of fundamental human rights, ritual murder and human trafficking. An example of this is seen in Europe where our girls are shores. These girls never thought they will be doing such jobs but they are deceived by people who promised to give them job if they accept to travel abroad with them. On getting abroad, these girls are threatened and introduced into prostitution by those men who brought them.

On the eve of Nigerian independence in 1960, there was a great and anxious expectation that the end of British rule would break the colonial yoke and mark the dawn of a new era: that of national development and unity which was hitherto hampered by the British imperialistic policies and tutelage. But from the very outset, things started failing apart in every aspect of national life in particular, national cohesion became a far cry; and dreams of national development become a classical utopia. Within two decades of idle hopes for
national development and unity, both constructive criticism and cynical remarks about the deplorable state of affairs were made because Nigeria found herself in a situation where one crises bred another, where civil unrest ed to one of the bloodiest civil wars in history, and social ills of all descriptions has assumed unimaginable proportions and affected all aspects of life in the society.

An objective assessment of Nigeria’s achievement since her independence shows clearly that the nation had been steadily on a downward trend in all aspects of national life. It then means that, instead of celebrating peace and progress, Nigerian forty-five years of nationhood had been a catalogue of crises, indiscipline, human misery and wanton disregard for the values of human life. Human dignity and right are trampled upon, and firemen, honour and virtue have no place at all levels of the Nigerian society.

All efforts towards national development and unity will continue to be elusive unless serious attention and sense of commitment prevail in applying religious and moral values as a promoter of national development and unity in Nigeria.

Nigerians also known as one of the countries that is experiencing the fastest growth of religious activities in the world. Nigerians are notoriously religious because religion is seen to permeate every aspect of their daily lives. It is in this vein that Mbiti (1967) observed thus:

*Wherever the African (Nigerian) is, there is his religion; He carries it to the fields where he sows seeds or is harvesting a new crop, he takes it with him to a bear parlor or to attend a funeral ceremony and if he is educated he takes religion with him to examination hall at school or the university, if he is a politician, he takes it to the house of representatives.*
With the above, one will understand the depth of attachment a Nigerian has his religion. Yet respect for morality and religious values in public and private lives of Nigerians have reached regrettable low condition. Current events in Nigeria such as ritual killings and abortions make one wonder whether it can be said that increase in religious activities necessarily implies ascending over immoral attitudes among the populace. Stressing on the fact that Nigerian society is beset with many evil vices, Olagunju (1985:2) of Times International observes thus:

Today the society is beset with so many problems, that people start wondering whether conscience still has a place in the people's action. For example, cases of armed robbery, killings, theft, corruption, enrichment and all sorts of malpractices have so perverted the society that one would think that conscience has been thrown overboard.

Even among the political class and so-called “religious” men and women, it is the same story of negligence of religious and moral values. In an editorial opinion, Afuwape (2002:14) of The Vanguard Posited:

The political scene today, is full of leaders who are specialists in the use of religion as a cover for worse evil that even the devil himself will dread to embark. Political leaders who campaigned for political offices in order to obviate the sufferings of their people, have all turned brutish, callous and unfeeling to the yearnings of electorate, (as in the case of Dr. Mbadinuju, erstwhile governor of Anambra State).

In our country, there are many churches and mosques with large number of people in attendance. The traditionalists are not left out, as they also practice
their religion fervently. Yet the upsurge of social crimes in the society point to the fact that all are not well with the people despite their apparent religiosity. It is right to say that people pay lip service to religion, as they profess one thing and their different actions portray another thing. In an editorial opinion, Kumuiyi (2004:21) argued that, “Being religious is one thing and acting right and doing well is another.”

Religion is present day Nigeria, has been manipulated for selfish, political, economic and social gains. Nigerians especially our political leaders are known to commit crimes forbidden by the holy books in the name of God. A confused situation does not normally augur well for national development and cohesion. Rather it offers the breeding ground for opportunist to eat their ugly head and usurp power, position and property that belong to the people. This explains why today, Nigeria appears to be a place where nothing works, where only a negligible minority of the population enjoy the enormous wealth of the nation while the majority of the people languish in want; hunger, starvation and death; where prestige projects for the enjoyment and benefits of the few are preferred to money generating and job-creating ventures which would benefit the generality of the people; and where in the midst of galloping inflation, the old do not receive attention, the retired are not sure of getting their rewards and the youths of the nation face unimaginable unemployment rates.

Nigeria is also seen as the sixth largest oil producing country in the world, oil also constitutes more than ninety percent of the country’s foreign exchange earner. It is easy to assume that Nigeria must be so financially well off that her large population had to have access to the income per capita that would enable her citizens to enjoy reasonable or comfortable quality of life.
But Nigeria is also described unenviable as the second most corrupt country in the world. Nigeria is indeed according to Ekwunife (1995:96) “Socially and morally and terribly sick”. Unemployment level and the rate of inflation, which acts as indices of poverty, hunger, starvation and death, had assumed such unprecedented proportions that defy description. The somber image of Nigeria commonly feature regularly in both national and international news media, periodicals, journals and books. The evident hollowness of Nigeria, in spite of her paradoxical acclaim to the lofty height of being the giant of Africa, has been orchestrated so often, so widely, so overwhelmingly and so disturbingly that the need to continue the search for the courses of her problem of national development and unity, as well as its possible solution can no longer be ignored or deferred.

1.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM:

This unpalatable situation described above had earlier provoked various kinds of reactions in the form of comments, suggestions and prescriptions from people of various walks of lives, some of who were genuinely motivated by their deep sense of patriotism as to what could have been the cause of the nightmare and what could be the solution, so as to alter the situation for the better. If the above worrisome state of affairs as observed in a country that professes to be deeply religious, then there is need to investigate the causes of this anomaly. It is a fact that all effort to tackle the problem of national development and unity in Nigeria have proved elusive, hence the need for a new option, and that is the application of religious/moral values as vital ingredient for national development and unity.
From what has been shown above about the behaviour of Nigerians; this question can be stated thus: why has Nigeria failed to achieve an integrated national unity and development?

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY:
The major aims of this study therefore are:

i. To explore how religious/moral values can be applied in the thinking and actions of all Nigerians so as to promote the process of national development and unity in Nigeria.

ii. To define some basic terms such as Value, Religion, Morality and so one as they apply to our lives and contemporary situation.

iii. To illustrate how the application of religious/moral values had succeeded in fostering national development and unity.

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY:

This project is carried out with a conviction that a thorough sanitization of the Nigeria Citizens will produce a population that will join hands in fighting the societal ills that militate against national development and unity. In doing this, the rich religious/moral values embodied in the three dominant religions in Nigeria namely: The African Traditional Religion, Christianity and Islam, will be made the guiding principles of whatever every Nigerian does.

The application of religious/moral values in Nigeria national life will also give rise to positive consequences in religious, political, social, economic, educational and psychological aspects of life in the country, thereby resulting in national development and unity. With the acceptance of these values, Nigerians would no longer see politics as an exploitative game in which the politicians
always gain to the detriment of the others. Rather, politics will be viewed as an expression of care for the masses.

Furthermore, if true religious/moral values are accepted by the populace, the economic situation of the country would no doubt make a U-turn and improve. The cases of embezzlement of public fund, bribery and corruption, advanced fee fraud (419) and so on, would be curbed to a minimum. Inflation that has been the major problem of our nation’s economy will be reduced. The religious leaders will begin to carry out their functions with dedication and a sense of commitment and with full awareness that the eyes of God, the divinities, spirits and ancestors are on them. The citizenry would understand and appreciate the fact that God is the cornerstone of the society.

It is only religious/moral values that can restore sanity to Nigeria’s educational system and once again make educational institutions in the country centers of earning where the manpower for national development and unity are trained. With the application of religious/moral values, the value of human lives will be appreciated, the quality of life of Nigerians will also improve and every body will regard one another as members of the same family irrespective of diversities in ethnic origin. The only and most effective way of curbing the ugly trend in the social lives of Nigerian’s is to effect thorough moral realignment through the acceptance of religious/moral values.

In conclusion, the ultimate significance of this study then is that, the application of religious/moral values in Nigerian national life is the real answer to the Nigerian quest for national development and unity.

1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY:
The scope of this study is on the Nigerian society with its leaders and masses. People were examined in relation to their application of religious/moral values to their daily activities. This study does not claim to portray the behaviour to every single Nigerian because of her population. However, the study shows what the behaviour of a majority of the people is like.

Furthermore, this study is concerned with the role of religious/moral values as vital ingredients of national development and unity. The application of religious/moral values in a system can among other things, serve diverse purposes, namely evaluative, corrective and prescriptive purposes. These however complement each other to promote national development and unity.

This work seeks to evaluate the efforts and progress made since independence in various areas of nation building. It also seeks to correct whatever inherent weaknesses in the earlier efforts and strategies including the ways they were executed by applying religious/moral values as vital ingredients of national development and unity. The study will therefore consist of a review of what has been done or what needs to be done in which areas of national life as economic, social, politics, religious, educational, and psychological aspects and then see how the application of religious/moral value can be of use as a corrective instrument to remedy any inherent weaknesses in any of them. It is also the concern of this work to prescribe religious/moral values to boost performance in any of these areas of the life of the nation.

The last but not the least, is that the area covered by this study is the geopolitical, region known by the name “Nigeria” which coined on the 8
January 1987 by a British lady, Miss Flora show, who was then the London Times Newspaper correspondent.

1.6 Research Methodology.

Information and data for this work were collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary sources were derived from participant observation, discussion and interaction with Nigerian who has been living in Nigeria since birth. Secondary sources include published books, articles and information from the media. The analyses, organization and presentation of the data were done by attempting to describe either by comparing or contrasting the essential elements and characteristics of any phenomena in the angle of the study.

1.7 Definition of Terms.

For the purpose of clarity and comprehension, the following terms are defined and explained in this section.

a. value
b. religion
c. morality

Value: value has vast conceptual meanings but an attempt is made here to define and describe this concept. According to Schwartz (1990:7) value refers to principles or criteria for selecting what is good among objectives, actions, ways of life in social and political institutions and structures. This implies that values operate in levels of individuals, institutions and societies. Therefore, a social institution embodies individual values. When in the moral course of it's operation, it offers people roles that encourage behaviour expressing those
values and fosters conditions for their further expressions. It should be pointed
out however, that the values an individual can express are very much
constrained by the character of the social institution and the social order in
which the individual finds himself.

Schawatz (1990) also defines values as desirable goals, varying in
importance, that serves as guiding principle in peoples lives. In other words, our
behavioural patterns are determined by our value orientation. For example, the
guiding principle of “area boys” is violence. Indeed, the term values can be
defined in different way depending on the purpose it is intended to serve. There
are for instance, institutional areas like social lives, political lives, economic
lives, educational lives, and religious/moral moral lives for which the term
value can be considered. To illustrate values with regards to moral which is at
the center of the topic of this study, Nwala (1980:295) sees moral values as
“those things in human character, conduct and social relations which we judge
as good or bad, right or wrong, noble or ignoble and so on”. He argues that
since our moral value are an integral element of our economic and social
conditions, then religious/moral codes have meaning only in reference to the
social and economic conditions of society. To understand the basis of
religious/moral values in Nigerian society thus underscores the serious moral
problems which plague the contemporary Nigeria such as corruption, nepotism,
ethnicism, indiscipline, avarice and greed for wealth, armed robbery,
mismanagement, embezzlement, misappropriation of funds and so on.

Summarily, value can be defined as the general societal standards about
what is desirable, how things should be and what ultimate goals are to be
pursued. In Nigerian contemporary society, this conceptualization seems appropriate at least, as means of evaluating our desire for national development.

Religion—many scholars have defined religion, each according to his own perspective and understanding, Spiro (1964:94) sees religion as “beliefs in supernatural beings and their power to assist or harm”. On his part, Bellah (1969:263) sees religion as a set of symbolic forms and acts which relate man to the ultimate conditions of his existence. On the other hand Durkhein (1969:46) defines religion as “a unified system of beliefs and practices which relate to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart or forbidden: beliefs and practices which unite into one moral community called the church all those who adhere to them. As far as he was concerned, “religious should be an anciently thing”, hence the idea of religion is inseparable from that of the church. Yet to another scholar, Smart (1971:41), religion expresses. The visions by which men have interpreted the cosmic reality in which they are immense. Smart (1971:31-2), conceives religion as a six-dimensional organism typically containing doctrines, myths, ethical teachings, rituals and social institutions and animated by religious experiences of various kinds. Smart insisted, “Each religion is an organism and has to be understood in terms of the inter-relation of different parts.

For the purpose of this study, it is religion’s part of ethical teachings that brings in the absence of right and wrong which morality is all about. Elaborating further on what religion stands for, Smart (1971:11) observes that throughout history and beyond in the dark recesses of man’s earliest cultures, religion has been a vital and pervasive feature of human life”. Thus to understand human history and human life, it is necessary to understand religion
which is a doubly rich and complex phenomenon and which exists in a variety of forms of faith. Hence many religions are to be discovered in the world.

The various definitions above seem to agree that religion is a matter of beliefs in supernatural having absolute control over human affairs and actions and capable of assisting or harming depending on whether one’s action is good or bad.

Summarily, religion is the feelings, act and experience of individual men in their solitude, so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to whatever they consider divine or sacred. As evident from the given definition, any meaningful definition of religion must touch on the supernatural and sacred.

**Morality:** morality, like religion is an abstract concept, which is difficult to define. The term morality is derived from the Latin word, “more” meaning moral or manner. It means the generally accepted code of conduct in a society or within a sub group society. According to Madu (1996) morality is a set of principles and certain attitudes and behaviour towards fellow man. It is the human propensity to judge certain behaviours as good and judge other behaviors as bad.

Donnel (1974:24) defines morality as behavior which a society recognizes as good, immorality is behavior which a society regards as bad. It is better to adopt Socrates style of confronting an issue through questioning: what is the good of the moral?

Cross-culturally, it is significant that African idea about morality, ethics and justice has not bee fully studied. However, Iduwu (1962:144) explained that among the Yoruba of the south-western Nigeria, moral values derive from
the nature of God himself who they see as ‘perfect king’, one doted in white and so on. Idowu (1962) identified character as the essence of a person. According to him, what constitute good character also pertain to morality among the Yorubas. But in a Yoruba society, character also pertains to the traditional concept of good and bad or evil, that is, to the orals and ethics of any given society in Africa at large. On the other hand, Mbiti (1969:212 – 213) maintained that African societies regard God as the upholder of the moral older; hence both human and spiritual agents are used by Him to act as guardians or police of human morality. A number of other noteworthy pints are to be seen an African de farbo definition of the term morality which Mbiti had emphasized. In the first place, African societies have a long list of what should and what should not be done so much so that, ‘a person is constantly confronted with moral demands throughout his life. Secondly, the essence of African morality is that, it is more societary than spiritual. Thirdly, African societies see morality in terms of ‘dynamic ethics’ rather than ‘static ethics’ and therefore man is not by nature ‘good’ or ‘evil’ except in terms of what he does or does not do’. And finally, African ontology is deeply anthropocentric and this is also seen on issues of morality. According to Mbiti (1969:215), “no action takes place in a vacuum. And therefore to say that a person is good or bad can only be established in the context of his actions”.
1.8 Limitations of the work:

The analysis made in this project is within the limits imposed by the available data. It cannot, therefore, claim to have exhausted every fact on the topic, especially when it is remembered that Nigeria is a vast territory, which has diverse peoples and cultures. Secondly, religious/moral values depend, to a large extent, on appeal to conscience, which is not backed by coercive authority. It cannot always boast of one hundred percent success.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 GENERAL WORKS ON RELIGIOUS/MORAL VALUES

According to Omolewa (1986:9), Nigeria as a nation state covers an area of 922,200 square kilometers, which is four times the size of the United Kingdom and is also endowed with enviable human and material resources — having people of proven outstanding ability in education and other fields of human endeavour and being indisputably the world's sixth largest producer of crude oil. It is also euphemistically widely acclaimed as the giant of Africa. But it is pathetically solaset with a multiplicity of social, economic and political problem that an observer here in Nigeria denies it the status of being a nation. According to Odumegwu (2001:37), "Nigeria is not yet a Nation". And internationally, it is seen as one of the poorest countries in the world since the majority of its citizen live below the poverty level.

Thus, in spite of high hopes raised of African countries to become "developed" within a short while of attainment of independence in the early 1960s, Meegar (1974) noted that development had completely eluded these countries. In his own words, "underdevelopment threatens to become a permanent condition rather than a transitory stage". Be that as it may, the problem of national development and unity is one of the major problems yawning for urgent attention if Nigeria is to survive as a country. Hence the need for continuous analysis of the cause of event in African countries, particularly Nigeria. There is still hope that possible necessary adjustment can be made and a realistic step taken in the search for the path to development and unity.
Nevertheless, in view of the abysmal failure of Nigeria to accomplish the goal of national development and unity since its creation in 1900 by the British colonialist this literature review on Nigeria’s national development and unity and the role of religious/moral values can bring to fulfillment Nigeria’s dream of national development and unity.

For the time being, the hollowness of Nigeria as a nation state has been such that, to continue to search for the real causes of and the possible solution to her issue of national development and unity can no longer be deferred or be ignored, its paradoxical acclaim as the giant of Africa notwithstanding.

As already seen earlier in the work, the structure of this survey is necessarily thematic in order to bring into focus an examination of the most elated factors of the topic under discussion. At the same time, the most workable framework of the survey has to be a comparison and contrast of the essential elements and characteristics of any phenomena in the angle of the study.

1980 could be seen as the year par excellence, for the explosion of consistent writings on the issue of national development and unity. Before 1980, comments, observations and ostensibly academic analyses on the issues of national development and unity were prolifically published in Nigerian dailies and weeklies. But because they were, at times motivated by political and/or ideological consideration, continued presentation of political and ideological learning, programs or interests – they are deliberately excluded from this survey.

2.2 NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
Amaechi (1980) doubts how far Nigeria's assessment as one of the Africa's leading countries commands a consensus when it lacks commitment to democratic processes and there still remains the problem of bringing the various ethnic and social groups into a harmonious and working relationship; and when the seemingly buoyant economy is still controlled by the foreigners instead of by Nigerians who are supposed to enjoy the benefits of the resources of the country. He then traces the overwhelmingly social, political, psychological and economic problem of Nigeria to the British colonialism and its legacy of the west minister parliamentary democracy model which was culturally unsuitable to the Nigerian situation and environment, and therefore advises that any remedy not based on complete restructuring "is unlikely to speedily solve the problem of poverty, ignorance, unemployment, disease etc" which beset Nigeria.

He blamed the 1945 Richards' Constitution for preventing the cause of national integration in Nigeria by giving Northern Nigeria a dis-apportionate numerical and territorial advantage, which had so basis in terms of cultural and religious homogeneity, hence "the ghost of the old structure is very much hunting the country". He also blamed the colonial education for failure to create equal opportunity for all thereby creating differences and tension in the society, hence the significance that "present day government of the federation appreciates that only through a system of free education at al levels can many differences be met" since education is the main factor of stratification in modern times. He again advises, as in the case of political system, that it is only through a complete restructuring of the old economic order could Nigeria become a independent and self-reliant nation because "the colonial economic
system has reared up an elite that will defend it and generate a taste that is so pervasive that it will not be easy to mobilize the generality of the people against it”. Hence the need to do away with the British colonial political institution as well as the economic and social system which formed the reference points from which Nigerians take their bearing. Hence also any restructured government must detect the powerful clientele in the country which prefer to maintain the interest of the British exploitative system and thereby continue to reward themselves in return.

Nwosu (1980) argues that, a developed Nigerian society must be one capable of creating self-reliant and confident people, and also capable of running independent democratic government and generating mobilizing energy which is in turn, capable of inducing a production and distributive economy which is both self-generating and self-perpetuating. Thus, administration is a planned system of co-operative effort in which individuals have assigned functions. To Nwosu (1980) administration is important “in all patterned and civilized life” and it underlines the need for a type of administrative system with a planned system of co-operative endeavour at all levels of the society. He notes that both the public and private organizations, which exist hand in hand in Nigeria, when properly managed, are indispensable for achieving the objectives of national development. He also commends the public administration for contributing in various ways towards national development and thereby narrowing the hiatus that normally exits between paper plans and actual achievement.

Having in mind many areas of national life where public administrators can immensely contribute for the realization of national development, he points
out that political development has to target meeting the demands of quality of life of the citizenry, availability of societal product and their distribution patterns, as well as the degree of government "which includes a stable and predictable political order, elite-mass integration. Nwosu (1980) noting the increasing scope of problems confronting the public administrators such as internal conflicts, corruption, etc, underscores the need for always putting in place an effective Administrative system in order to accomplish any successful programme of political development, hence public administrators must participate in both planning and execution of developmental programmes.

Asobie (1980) notes that the foreign policies of nation are conceived differently by the nation concerned according to their different levels of development. But the apparent differences of conception not withstanding their foreign policies are in actual fact, not in opposition with each other and should therefore be seen as representing two end of a continuum whereby the development nation as it ascends the ladder of development. As it were, Asobie (1980) has a focus on Nigeria as a developing country and come to the conclusion that:

a) Nigeria should not concern itself with irrelevant question such as whether its foreign policy is pro-west, aligned or non-aligned, radical or conservative, and so on. Rather, it should first of all consider what purpose its foreign policies are sowing and to what extent they are made to satisfy the internal needs and demands.

(b) Nigeria should focus on policies, which are coherent and consistent and yet flexible enough to respond to changing internal and external circumstances instead of being merely an ad hoc and uncoordinated
reaction to external stimuli and the demand of the powerful pressure groups.

To be sure of going in the right direction while formulating foreign policy, Nigeria should make a systematic and detailed analysis of the entire foreign policy system with a view to identify the most important variables influencing the policy, progress and policy outcome, and also avoid the mistake of assuming that a developing foreign policy has to represent the state domestic structure or the personality characteristics of the chief executive.

Ofoegbu (1980) sees the existence of regional co-operation as emanating from the growth of regional consciousness and co-operation in which primary emphasis was laid on finding solutions to, or containing, international political disputes and war, and promoting friendship and peace. But it has been extended by an equally increasing emphasis on studying and finding solutions to world economic and social problems. To him, regional co-operation is a phenomenon of local group awareness and cooperative effort which is a common feature globally. He also identifies the factors responsible for regionalism to include, the desire to preserve peace, promote understanding and providing for the common defense of an area against external decay, share expectation of the economic gains, the need to localize conflict, the imperatives of development economies which aid regional co-operation and consideration of benefits accruing from external capitals. These factors explain why new nations, which are contiguous find that, on purely relational economic grounds, integrated regional activities are more worthwhile than separate and competing or rival small scale projects.
He then listed out those conditions, which must be fulfilled to actualize the desirability and formation as well as the variables required for the maintenance of regional co-operation. This discussion now focuses on the various regional co-operations that splintered in various sub-regions of Africa of which the Economic Organisation of West African States (ECOWAS) formed in 1974 was one of them. The efficacy or otherwise of this association is not discussed probably because it would be quite premature to do so at the time of writing in 1980.

Nwosu (1980) illustrates with a lot of statistical data that, although the urban sector is important or the transformation of the economy, the rural sector remains its core. He discusses the rural-urban employments and their viability under normal circumstances and explains why there is persistent mass migration from the rural to the urban areas and traces it to the unabated impoverishment of the rural milieu as a result of gross neglect. The point then is that rural development, rather than its ancillary. He explains further how national development becomes facial unless the transformation of the rural economy and life has taken its due place. By citing Olusanya's (1975) study of the socio-economic aspects of rural-urban migration in western Nigeria, he shows empirical evidence, which proved that Nigerians do not feel an inherent dislike of farming as an occupation. It is rather the system and environmental milieu that are at fault. Nwosu (1980) also agreed with Umacefe (1975) that national development could be genuinely realized when rural development does not merely aspire to secure ‘bare survival’ but “productive survival” of the masses.
He explains further that since the urban population depended heavily on the rural areas for its basic needs, the latter must also be developed in order to avoid the catastrophic consequences such as debasement of human nature and defacement and endangering of urban environment and life when the frustrated youths streamed into the cities in search of refuge and succor. He then deplores the practice by the politicians of carting away the fund meant for rural development, with the project left unexecuted, thereby ruining the source from which the nation's earning comes – an attitude that spells disaster for, and disrupts the process of national development and unity.

Ukwu (1980) traces the development of transport and communication from the pre-colonial, through colonial, to post independence period to prove that, in actual fact, transport and communication provide access. Their development went hand in hand with overall modernization in social, economic and political aspects of life. Socially, their expansion fostered the spread of western education and Christian missions as well as the conventional health services; rural-urban migration also expanded as school leavers had easy access to the cities. Economically, the scope of the exploitation of the country's natural resources widened, market became accessible and commodities of trade became available to consumers. While per capita income of individuals also increased, their expansion however, brought about the demise of traditional industries due to competition with the industrialized counties, which flooded local market with cheap manufactured goods. Politically, their improvement broke the ancient political boundaries between communities and facilitated national interpretation and unity.
By way of conclusion, Ukwu (1980) stressed that the realization of the above listed advantages depended on the distribution of economic and political power and the pattern of decision made at any rate, the way they are could promote or mar development. But to assure of attaining the desired goal, "transport policy must therefore be set in the total context of economic development".

While examining patterns of agricultural and industrial production and their implications for the development of Nigeria, Nwosu (1980) recalls that the Nigerian economy up to its independence was viably dependent on agricultural production, though its export was controlled by foreign companies, and the revenue derived was spent on importation of manufactured goods which were distributed under the control of the same multinationals. Even the multinationals, with the connivance and support of the British colonial government, subtly discouraged industrialization, in order to protect their own interest. A related issue which Nwosu (1980) notes was that the meager revenue realized from international trade meant for funding development projects were rather misappropriated by the emerging indigenous politicians who spent it on ostentations consumption and lavish traditional ceremonies. To reverse this trend, according to Nwosu (1980), Nigerians must have to produce by themselves, those industrial final and finished goods needed by Nigerians, including intermediate goods as well as industrial producing part and components. He sees this as the sine qua non for tackling the vacuum, which was undermining prospects of Nigerian industrial take-off. Nwosu also deplores Nigerian's attitude of taking to trading and contracting activities as the quickest means of making income and in the process leaving everything concerning
manufacturing activities in the hands of the foreigners who thereby occupied a new economic domination of the country and subtly dictate terms and types.

He therefore advised that for Nigeria to be economically emancipated, its citizen must have to develop and demonstrate the requisite capability to be truly self-reliant. He also advises that, both well planned diversification of agricultural and industrial productions, and also revitalization of export and food crop production, will solve the problem of one dimensional structure which made petroleum the dominant source of national income, but at the same time allowed the economics of petroleum to be vulnerable to the vagaries of international politics. Therefore, hand in hand with freeing of the economics from the control of the foreign companies must go equitable distribution of the nation wealth so that the masses of the primary producers would not be left out. Only then would Nigeria find herself on the part of authentic national development.

Sullivan and Ikpeze (1980) recalled the observation made at a conference organized by the Nigerian institute of management in the late 1960s which stressed that, industrial development should be seen as an integral part of economic development which, in him, should be considered as a vital part of overall national development. Based on this observation, they identified the problems of industrial development in Nigeria as part of the overall problem of economic underdevelopment facing the country. They also saw the successive national development plans as loop-sided because; they did not properly take industrial development into account, and therefore could never yield the anticipated end-results of national economic prosperity and self-reliance. They briefly mentioned the potential benefits of industrialization and proceeded to
highlight those problem of economic underdevelopment which are particularly
germane to industrial development including problem of availability of
financial capital, lack of entrepreneurship, and so on. Believing that these
problems were not insurmountable, the two authors are confident of a solution
if official policy in response to them is to be closely tied to the problem and
kept continually under review that it can keep abreast of circumstances as they
change. The problem of industrial dispersal was singularly seen as for obvious
political reasons a most inflammable area in which government must have to
read utterly. The state governments are also advised to contribute their own
quotas to supplement and complement the federal industrialization effort, while
small-scale industries, which were more evenly distributed than the large-scale
industries, which were more evenly distributional programme of action in order
to make for even industrial development.

Nwabueze (1980) reviews relevant literature on trade union and
economic development with a focus on the Nigerian situation and cities Asota
Mehta and others like Cofchie and Rosbery who shared the view that
consumption oriented trade unions only suited the developed Western World,
while the underdeveloped countries had to make the sacrifice of subordinating
immediate wage gains and similar consideration to the development of the
country by way of achieving economic growth.

Nwabueze (1980) therefore notes tat the actual achievements of the
Nigerian trade union were not something to write home about since their only
credits were that, they serve as educative mechanism and a forum for
integrating the heterogeneous ethnic groups of Nigeria through voluntary
organization of workers, who fight for the promotion of their common interest.
He then listed out the areas where trade unions could contribute for national development and the growing needs of the country such as, participation in active politics, national development planning, formation of cooperative societies, promotion of labour education, or serving as educative mechanism which sees to the training and retraining of workers to increase their competence and at the same time enhance their earning potentials. He also mentions certain endogenous but identifiable factors capable of curtailing the effectiveness of the Nigeria trade unions such as, their unsound finances, small and atomistic size or membership, corrupt and inexperienced leadership and so on. These defects have to be overcome if trade unions are to contribute positively toward national development and unity.

Kodjo (1980) highlights a number of factors, which mar or fasten Nigeria's national development and unity. He sees the former metropolitan countries as granting their former colonies independence by departing from the front door while trying all they could to re-enter through the back door. Thus, Nigeria's present economic problems are not as a result of whether it is a mixed economy or not because, every economics is after all, a mixed economy since the term itself refers to an economy, which contains elements of both private and state enterprise. Kodjo (1980) therefore, agrees with those who argue that the development problems facing Nigeria reside in the liberal socio-economic order or system chosen and the structural relationship planned and actually established between private and public economic undertakings. He notes the overwhelming numerical importance of the foreign private forms vis-à-vis those of Nigerian nationals.
He points out that, within decade, foreign investments in Nigeria had progressed substantially by 65.9% of which under condition of unrestricted economic liberalism, it is obvious that the above trend will hardly stop or decline since even in the new indigenization policy, there are flagrant malpractices which mar its efficiency, and also there exists some vested interests linking foreign businesses with Nigerian interest groups. Kodjo (1980) also notes that foreign private firms preferred mining, manufacturing and processing to other activities because, it is virtually such activities that generate by far the most substantial economic profits that foreign investors are after. He observes alongside official experts that foreign investors normally fear many conditions generally, especially the fear for nationalization and expropriation but warmly welcome both maximum profit (at a record time) and minimum risk, and these are, of course, the dilemmas which developing countries face while wishing to industrialize with the help of foreign capital. In other words, he notes that both national and foreign investors share common preferences for projects that are the best ones and the most lucrative ones. He discloses how foreign investors receive the backing of their home governments to ensure favourable investment climate as well as generous concessions and guarantees through legislations and documented officially in the investment code. But they evaded with impunity similar concessions sought by the developing countries. Kodjo cites Chibwe (1973) who narrate how Tomalbaye of Chad once threatened a culprit with a death sentence for a fraud considered glaring in his country which was a less complex economy, and then think the type of indignation similar fraudulence would cause in a country like Nigeria with a far more complex economy.
Kodjo (1980) then observes that, politically and ideologically, the motives of western capitalist nations are brought out by the fact that they are foreign private investments as an important integral element of international diplomacy of big industrial nations. Hence their political authorities give them full backing. This also explains why their institutions get involved in channeling private funds into undeveloped countries in a co-coordinated way and protected against risk, and at the same time evolve new strategies which they play as a way to perpetuate their hold on their former colonies, using the foreign private investments for achieving this. The former dependencies are thus converted into a mere game reserve to be exploited. Thus Kodjo (1980) sees aid policy as now serving as a timely adequate substitution for previous direct rule and power domination since it helps to conserve and consolidate the same previous relationship in another differently historical situation. He therefore, detects in this the origin of the modern expression of aid in lieu of colonial policy, thereby giving the mistaken impression of an end to colonial exploitation and the dawn of a new era on equality among factually unequal nations. In addition, the western industrial nations use foreign private investments, now tagged “aid”, as instrument for preventing the spread of socialism and communism to their former colonies.

He also notes that Nigeria practices as mixed economy in a foreign dominated socio-economic environment. Hence as could be seen from Nigeria’s third development plan, its economy is dominated through and through by private economic interest operating in the most sensitive areas which is strongly and decidedly biased towards favoring and supporting a powerful private sector that is essentially foreign. Thus, Nigeria has imposed on itself huge financial
responsibilities and commitments which foreign economic agent would manipulate, while on the other hand, the loop holes in the plan make it possible for the self-centered foreigners to pursue their dubious and individualistic interest. He also fears that, instead of competing with foreign private firms, Nigeria collides with them, thereby creating the problem of false assumption which would be inimical to national development.

Concluding, Kodjo (1980) notes that the activities of multinationals is a warning to Nigeria that it's national economy is under serious threat of being wiped out by a strong centrifugal or outward orientation of economic activities which usurp the position of self-centeredness and self-reliance, and create a peculiar situation of an unlimited dependence.

Obi (1980) recognizes that the less developed countries (LDC) have strong orientation to foreign trade, but that they serve only little of the expected gain from it because of the forces coherent in the existing world trade and monetary arrangement, hence their yearning for a new order between the developed and under-developed countries. The fact that international trade is the foundation of all other forms of inter-nation relations and therefore, foreign sector has a major stake in the economic development of LDCs. Thus, since the first principle of international relations is national self-interest, it looks a self-delusion to expect the center countries to try to develop the less developed countries up to their own level. It then means that, to eliminate underdevelopment and external dependence, the LDCs must acquire sufficient independent level rage in order to solve their technological problems, which are the sine qua non for national development.
OBI (1980) has therefore seen that, though a number of measures can contribute towards solving a country's development problems; the most effective aid enduring is through its own internal effort. Hence, at the international level, LDCs can pursue collective self-reliance through various forms of economic integration such as the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). But this must ultimately go hand in hand with programme self-reliance, firmly, grounded in the domestic poices of individual countries. For genuine economic development, ther can be no substitute for self-reliance.

(iii) Group of articles under the sub-title: Moral values and socialization.

Nwala (1980) sees moral values as representing those things in human character, conduct and social relations which we judge as good or bad and ethics as representing the science which examines the nature of moral values and judgment. He notes that the basis of the moral values of any society is the level and character of its social developments, that is: the way and manner that the society produces, distributes and exchanges its wealth and the type of relations this mode of production creates. He explains that this is what is meant by economic structure of that society of which ours, on the traditional setting was essentially communal. But there had occurred a revolutionary transformation into a capitalist system introduced, by colonialism, which intruded into Nigeria with the advent of Christianity since the mid-nineteenth century. Unlike the traditional economic structure, the capitalist system was individualist since it emphasizes the good and interest of the individual. The change in the mode of production from communal to individualist also meant immediate change in moral values from collective affair to individual affair so
that, henceforth what the individual considered good for himself was seen as good, otherwise it was bad.

Nwala (1980) also notes that the coming of the new social order introduced a new character into human social relations. The capitalist saw the world in terms of profit and loss because moral values were determined by economic forces and individualism was a virtue under capitalism to which it was directly linked and of which it was an important element in its mode of production, hence its ethos, private-rather than collective ownership-became the order of the day since the advent of colonialism. Nwala (1980) also argues that since moral progress and social development are derived from changes in economic system which brings about new ideas, new values and new forms of consciousness, only the rejection of the colonial economic system and a return to the traditional system can charge society and its moral values which in their totality were the key to the social and moral development of human society.

Kalu (1980) disagrees with Karl Marx (1959) that religion is a mere opium—it the elixir which numbs the sense from a correct perception of relativity, but agrees with Malinowski (1956) who believed that religion consist of inexplicable, inner religious feeling or simply, what Steve wonder—the black American singer referred to as “inner vision”, the innate religious instinct in man, He re-states Africa’s dominant world-view in which the African is seen as incurably religious and agrees that the core values and world-view of the African had bee altered by external change agents and later developments, but observes that there is a persistence of a traditional core amidst change.

He also observes that the staggering strength of the Islamic community and cultural influence in Nigeria regulate the spiritual, moral, economic and
socio-political affairs of the Islamic protégé and, therefore, control the person of every Muslim and the society at large. But Kalu (1980) concedes similar influence to Christianity and the traditional African Religion with regard to their protégés.

In his attempt to explain what development stands for, he says that real development involves a technology with a human face, a development strategy, which considers the quality of life as its supreme goal. He then cites Schumacher (1975) who is of the view that development is seen as an overall social process. He also cites Merino (1969) as saying that national development should be seen as a process of emancipation of man from poverty, fear and so on. In weighing the merits and demerits of the three dominant religions in Nigeria, Kalu (1980) gives credit to the traditional African Religion as propping up certain ethical values which would stabilize the gyrating moral system of our days citing the present day decadence of the Ozo title as resulting from the rapid process of modernization. In the case of Islam, he commends it for stimulating literacy and providing the bureaucrats that served the empires of western Sudan, as well as for adaptability to and absorption of, new ideas, culture and change, an also for linking the Western Sudan with the rest of the world. But while extolling it further for is excellence in organization and administration, which were indispensable in nation building, Kalu (1980) decries its pursuit of orthodoxy, which bred intolerance and made it a reactionary body in the quest for national liberation.

Kalu (1980) finally turns to Christianity, accusing it of disrupting African communities and aiding imperialism. But he commended it's exodus event as an undisturbed paradigm of liberation, while the coming and career of Jesus
Christ symbolized the liberation of the blind, the deaf and all those who are suffering and dehumanized. Jesus is also seen as confronting the power structure of his days in his encounter with the Pharisees—the custodians of the law in order to prove that subterfuge or cloak of oppression should be exposed, hence his healing of the woman with the issue of blood on the Sabbath. Kalu (1980) also notes that the gospel of Jesus Christ tacitly prescribes socioeconomic measures for national development, and at the same time issues a political programme, which constitutes the ethical values, which should guide policy planners. He then cites Schumacher (1975) again that there is a connection between the sermon on the mountain and the matter of technology and economics. The sermon gives pretty instruction on how to construct an outlook that could lead to an economics of survival.

Ezeanya (1980) appreciates that nation building is a Herculean task which some conceive materially in terms as involving being in possession of all kinds of material goods, which are calculated to make man’s life happy here below and guarantee national anthem which prays God of all creation “to help Nigeria” to build a nation where no man is oppressed”, and to bless it “with peace and plenty”. He thereby, points out that, man is a composite of matter and spirit, and that his destiny exists beyond the confines of this world and, in him. This indicates that, nation building involves both material and spiritual aspects. Citing Aristotle (1961) Ezeanya explains that since man owes his existence to a higher power to whom he must give account of his stewardship when he departs this world, he must do good and avoid evil. Thus religion teaches man of his obligation to both man and God: an obligation without which he becomes an amphioxus and aberrant entity.
Ezeanya (1980) then discusses how ATR relates man to countless powers, which controls his destiny. He cites Mbiti (1970) to show that everybody is naturally inducted into the beliefs and practices of his social group. Furthermore, Ampinisat (1927) and Mbiti (1970) are cited to emphasize that everyone's religion is by virtue of being a member of his society. He goes further to cite Pope Paul VI and Shanahan (1968) to explain the spiritual view of lie and the fact that, man was not a mere matter. He therefore, explains that both of them realized that the African tradition hold that the universe and all that there is the absolute an unconditional dependence o man on God and the powers above man. According to him, the idea in African Traditional Religion finds expression in the message of Jesus Christ which says that, "apart from me, you can do nothing". driving home all the above points and illustration, he explains that the hole African culture clearly illustrate that the African is living in a religious universe, and believes in the supremacy of God, his omnipotence, omniscience, and omni-competence, even though he created the minor divinities for man to consult for his immediate needs.

Ezeanya (1980) then indicts the leaders and statesmen for failing to play their role in leadership by exemplary life and explains that life dos not end at death, and that man must account for his present life in the hereafter, hence the African's aspiration for a very high standard of morality at all levels in order to have a happy hereafter. He cites Basden (1966) to illustrate his point that African religion is anthropocentric in nature, hence his practice of divination, consultation of oracles, use of charms and so on in order to preserve life, which is so sacred that it could not be destroyed with impunity; an evidence that in
African thought, man is at the center of the universe, and also that he is the paragon of the gods.

Concluding, Ezeanya (1980) cites Ethenne (1960) who is of the opinion that greatness for Nigeria will only be attained when it regards God as the sole source of peace, prosperity, internal cohesion and so on. He advises Nigerians to adopt the principles of morality embodied in the African Traditional Religion in order to overcome the crises in our society. He also cites Fulton who is of the opinion that it is man who has to be remade first before the society is remade. He recalls Pope Pius II’s observation that African Traditional Religion has those beliefs and practices with which it could fruitfully join hands with other religions for nation building. He rounds off with Dawson’s (1965) advice that religion is concerned with realities: that it is in fact, the pathway to reality and the law of life.

Etteng (1980) with the hindsight of the falling standard of education and problems of underdevelopment in Nigeria discovers that the various ways in which the issue of the changing pattern of socialization in Nigeria is examined is directly related to the process and condition of national development in the country. He traces it from the pre-colonial times up to the post-colonial times and notes that, the changing pattern of socialization had been a fact of history and that, the trend that emerge always had their implications and consequences on the issues of development and underdevelopment.

He substantiates on changing patterns of socialization as a phenomenon from the earliest times, and comes to the conviction that socialization is a powerful tool for enforcing real development when employed by the real producers who directly enjoy its benefits otherwise, the whole exercise will
amount to aiding the exploiters. Thus from a profuse analysis of the meaning of socialization, it's am, its adaptive and transformative goals, it's dynamics, trends in contemporary socialization, and radical socialization for authentic Nigerian development, he makes some vital deductions and observations before arriving at a remarkable stand. The vital issue that then emerges is that:

Real authentic development oriented socialization system is therefore defined as that system of education and learning obtained at various levels, of society, which perpetually enhances a people's creative ability to acquire initially, functional skill, techniques and values from all human disciplines and which guides their application of creative and productive labour into products that satisfy their basic needs. In other words, any group or society that is determined to control its economy - its destiny and civilization, must inevitably evolve a pattern of socialization consistent with its product, distribution and consumption needs, whatever its level of scientific, technological and social development.

But the changing patterns of socialization from the pre-colonial subsistence production system to the colonial and post-colonial capitalist system instituted by the ruling classes in Nigeria have brought about a condition unequivocally inimical to Nigeria's real development. He therefore, advises that to reverse the ugly trend responsible for dependence and underdevelopment, Nigeria's socialization processes, which are both productive and emancipative, have to be developed and controlled by the actual Nigerian populace. The Nigerian workers and peasantry who are after all the producing majority, will in turn, share the benefits of the emancipators socialization and at
the same time serve as the local instrument of anti-imperialist national development in the country.

2.3 RELIGION/MORALITY IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:

Achebe (1983) makes a panoramic and incisive examination of Nigeria's performance, an analysis of the trouble with Nigeria since it's twenty-three years of independence and concludes that, the locus of her social and politico-economic ills was within its parasitic elite, particularly her corrupt, inept, ineffective, uncommitted and frivolous leadership. By way of illustration, Achebe (1988) handles a number of topical issues in different chapters of the book, treating different aspects of Nigeria's performance, which call for either correction or emulation. Many areas of Nigeria's national life cited include a number of concrete evidence of corruption, unpatriotic behaviour, acts of indiscipline, social injustice and cult of mediocrity, ethnocentrism, unprovoked hatred against the Igbo ethnic group, the exemplary life of Aminu Kano, and so on, all of which negate and hamper, or foster, meaningful efforts towards national developments. However, some of his topics are more relevant to the scheme of this survey and the highlights of his revealing and prophetic observation are as follows.

In his opening remarks he warns Nigeria that 'unity' could be seen as valid when it stands for an absolute good, otherwise it clearly connotes conspiracy. Therefore, the values of unity to be extolled are only those to which their end is directed. Similarly 'faith' would be as good as the object on which it responds. Hence for religious people, faith in God becomes a desirable way of life and for the humanist; faith concerns itself with the "intrinsic worth of man". Thus, virtues, like unity and faith could only be
conditional and never absolute, since everything depends on their satisfaction of other purposes, which center on their social validity – the citizens’ ability to indulge in mental vigor and ask searching questions. Nigeria should; therefore, direct its energy to seeking for ‘justice’ and ‘honesty’, since they are the virtues that cannot be distorted or manipulated by hypocrites.

Achebe (1983) sees patriotism as an emotion of love directed by a critical intelligence which motivates a person who loves his own country, and in this, he is always objective in accepting noting but the best for and from his people. But observes Achebe (1983), in Nigeria, spurious patriotism, rather than true patriotism, is what those at the corridors of power preach to serve their self-interest. True patriotism will be achieved only when the rulers and the ruled genuinely try to maintain the agenda of national aspiration, and this could be accomplished only through just rule and selfless leadership at the top, as was found in Tanzania in the sixties under Julius Nyerere’s TANU administration.

He then laments that social justice and the cult of mediocrity determined a person’s access to important and strategic position and not his qualifications and the tribe he comes from. An unfortunate development which exposed the citizen to unfair treatment and social injustice, and a dismal situation which makes the nation to suffer the legitimate grievance of the wronged citizens, the incompetence of the favored citizen, and the decline of morale and subversion of efficiency caused by an erratic system of performance and reward. He points out, without mincing word that, Nigeria is a country where no important job is held by the most competent person. Nigeria’s bane is the absence of merit on the national agenda, and all sorts of false excuses are fabricated to explain away failures in various areas of national life; the poor performance of the NEPA.
being a typical example. And it is noteworthy that the question of social injustice is wider than is casually thought. Both politicians and civil servants are notoriously guilty of avarice, and Nigeria ranks as a country where the gap between the highest and the lowest paid public servant is one of the widest in the world. The social injustice referred to here does not include the innumerable prerequisites such as subsidized housing and other things reserved for the people at the top. Achebe (1983) also points out that social injustice in Nigeria is not restricted to the civil servants but affects all other citizens, including those in concealed private sectors, the petty traders, the beggars, the farmers in the deteriorating rural environment and so on. He therefore warns the elite that the oppressed masses are not enjoying their punishment and poverty, and that the oppressed masses might rise one day in protest for a better deal.

Indiscipline is seen as a malaise that so pervades the life of Nigerians that it looks proper to call it the condition par excellence of contemporary Nigerian society. According to Achebe (1983), it has so many different forms and therefore difficult to define comprehensively. However he defined it as a failure or refusal to submit one's desires and actions to the restraints of orderly social conduct in recognition of the right and desires of others. With self-interest as its goal, and abandonment of self-restraint as its express, he illustrates it with his own personal experience on what happens on the Nigerian roads with regards to drivers' disregard of traffic regulation; but the case of indiscipline which causes the greatest harm and disaster is that of the leader who because of his strategic position in public life, easily spreads the virus of indiscipline to the people under him, who copy his unhealthy example.
He calls for war against indiscipline in order to evade the society from descending into lawlessness and anarchy.

On corruption in Nigeria, Achebe (1983) reacts to president Shagari’s denial of corruption in the country in this way, “Anybody who can say that corruption in Nigeria has not yet become alarming is either a fool, or a crook or else does not live in this country”. He cites the example of Haran Rashid of Bagdad in the eight century, who always insisted on seeing things for himself rather than allowing himself to be deceived by the guided tour of his countries. Therefore, in declaring that corruption in Nigeria has passed from the alarming to the fatal stage, Achebe calls Shagari “an ostrich” and emphatically says that the attribute of the Nigeria leader is corruption through which over 60% of the national wealth perishes, since corruption has grown enormously in variety, magnitude and brazenness and is carried out through budgeting abuse and political patronage on an unprecedented scale. Since no high public officer in Nigeria has been genuinely and thoroughly probed, Achebe (1983) was of the opinion that corruption has grown bold and ravenous as with each succeeding regime and civil servants have grown more reckless and blatant. Thus, he called on the president to rid his administration of all those guilty of corruption and scandal in order to ensure the unity and development of the country.

On the ‘Igbo problem’, Achebe (1983) refers to a remark by a political scientist from a minority area of the south, and agrees that, Nigerians of all other groups share the common resentment of the Igbo whom they accuse of being ‘aggressive, arrogant and clannish’ and also ‘grasping and greedy’. But he points out that all these allegations were baseless except that they could apparently appear showy when they engage in celebrating success. Achebe
(1983) recalls the issues of Nigerian crisis of 1966 – 1970. He explains that the origin of the Igbo problem was as old as Nigeria itself, due to the fact that the exceptional expeditionary spirit, resourcefulness and resolve of the Igbo and the success and ascendance resulting from all these, ultimately had negative effect of arousing a deadly envy and hatred of the Yoruba-Hausa-Fulani conspiracy against them and the unleashing exclusion and discrimination against them which also resulted whenever the federation was allocating its wealth and project.

Achebe (1983) then uses the example of Aminu Kano to explain the purpose of government and why people seek political office. He sees these questions hovering around the issue of national development and unity of which the example of Aminu Kano has ready answers. Thus, he points out that unlike Azikiwe who had wanted to utilize his earned income to enjoy a high standard of living, and Awolowo who vowed to make all the money that is possible for a man with his brain and bran, or even new corners in Nigeria politics who pose worse tragedy by reviving a bankrupt and totally unstable tradition of political maneuvering and consummate selfishness. Men like Jim Nwobodo who turned out to be an egomaniac, vain and careless in the use of public fund and also governor Abubakar Rim, to whom national politics was regarded as a mere beauty context in which he would win the vote of every Nigerian woman because of his handsomeness. Aminu Kano was a man of the people who foresaw the danger which over unjust social order poses for society and renounced the privilege of his class and identified himself completely through struggle with the fate of the down trodden. Thus Achebe (1983:63) sees Aminu Kano as a selfless commitment to the common people of our land.
whom we daily deprive and dispossess and whose plight we treat so callously and frivolously.

Pass communication Ltd, (2005), ‘Ojukwu speaks’ represents a compendium of selected words, speeches and comments of Dim Chukwuemeka Odimegwu Ojukwu, the Ikemba Nnewi, on different occasions after his return to Nigeria in 1981 from self-exile. The hero of the Biafran revolution and the Hand of State of the Republic of Biafra, 1967-1970, believes that the basis of Nigerian’s unity must not be tampered with, negotiated or compromised and that the happiness of the ordinary Nigerian must be the focus of the government, hence he feels a compulsion to speak out always, even if his actions have to be seen as violation of a code of silence to which all Nigerians seem to abide. Bravely therefore, he makes, without bias, thought provoking assessment of eminent Nigerians and also hypes at the upheavals of the nation. Ojukwu (2005) speaks of various accessions, given the prevailing circumstances and the mood of the nation. Stated underneath are his views on issues related to national development, unity, and religious/moral values which as it stands, points ultimately to the fact that Nigeria is not yet a nation.

In his political periscope, Ojukwu(2005) identifies the absence of unity as perhaps, the one principal source of most of Nigeria’s problems, he observes thus:

The struggle for independence gave the Nigerian people a togetherness, but not unity. It gave Nigeria confidence but not strength. If we believe in unity, we must be prepared to abolish ethnic ghettos in some of our cities, blur some of those imaginary boundaries that separate citizen from citizen. But we can decide that our diversity is more precious to us then unit. Logic demands that we face facts; tell each
other the truth and proceed to consider seriously the co federal option. The choice is there. The problem today is that, we are neither united nor diverse. We are in a limbo. Even after forty-five year of independence, there has never been a Nigeria. There has only been a shape on the map drawn by foreign colonialist, notably Lord Lugard who united the north with the other regions in 1914. A true Nigeria in social, cultural, and emotional terms is still a long way off. It is Infact, a mirage. To me, the entity called Nigeria is a fraud, a deceit, an unequal joke based on a foundation of falsehood... Nigeria is an apropos man of individuals pretending to be one.

On the problem with Nigeria Ojukwu (2005) notes that Nigeria suffers from selective amnesia, selective myopia, selective audition, selective morality and at the same time, she is in the grip of, and closely tyrannized by the pseudo-nothing looks like it truly is. Our leaders are pseudo leaders, our intellectuals, are pseudo intellectuals, our professionals, are pseudo professionals. In Nigeria, everything is theoretical and unreal because life appearances are generally untrue and the acquisition of privileges becomes the criterion. To Ojukwu (2005) the citizenry profane tradition to acquire titles, by-degrees and so on and thereby wallow in an orgy of recrimination and scapegoat hunting.

On leadership and the Nigerian state, Ojukwu (2005) observes that Nigeria is not a nation, because, in choosing her leaders, she has been careless. He advised that in choosing her leaders, Nigeria must exercise great care and must ensure that her democratic right are used in such a way as to ensure that the right person is chosen to lead, and must not confuse champions for leaders, prominence for pre-eminence eloquence for honesty, silence for wisdom, good looks for efficiency and bravado for courage.
While speaking with Frederick Forsyth, a Swedish journalist, Ojukwu expresses his viewpoint on the Biafran revolution regarding the incompatibility of Nigeria and Biafra, noting that nothing has changed before, during, or after the war. According to Ojukwu (2005) the viewpoint has been altered because:

Reports so far indicate a marked reluctance or unwillingness on the part of the federation forces to federate. The basic needs of the people are not met. No food, no medicine, no money. Pledges made during and after are not fulfilled there have been report, on denials about the hue situation.

On the issue of bribery and corruption, Ojukwu (2005) observes that bribery, corruption and nepotism were too widespread that people began to wonder openly whether any other country in the world could compare with Nigeria in corruption and abuse of power. On his assessment of prominent Nigerians, Ojukwu (2005) bases his scores of prominent Nigerians on how their individual careers are affected, positively or otherwise. He sees Zik as indefatigable and far-sighted nationalist who tried as much as possible to pull Nigeria out of the strangle hold of imperialism-the enemy he knew and fought, but due to his nature, he was a man of compromise. Ojukwu (2005) admits that Abubakar Tafawa Belewa was genial and impressive, but doubted his being effective. Hence he alluded that it was Belewa's ineffectiveness to be a leader of a huge country like Nigeria that tribal killings started in Nigeria again. Thus, he emphatically disagrees with the fallacy that Nigeria is a nation and calls that ideas, a wishful thinking. He rather believes that for Nigeria to be a nation, it should be built together in agreement.

Ojukwu (2005) then observes that Major General Aguiyi Ironsi was a nice man and an infantry soldier of international repute, the first African
emissary and international command of that magnitude. He became the head of the army on his return to Nigeria and also the Head of state of Nigeria after the January 15 coup of 1996. His life was cut short by Gowon’s coup of July 29, 1996. The crisis that followed his death and the appointment of Gowon as the new head of rooted indiscipline in the Nigerian Army and opened the Pandora’s box of crises in the country thereby leading to the bloodiest civil war in African history and throwing the nation into economic disarray, political instability and a myriad of social ills which robbed Nigeria of the capability and capacity to accomplish national development and unity. He sees General Murtala Mohammed as a man who was motivated by the best intentions and who never sought much for himself. But though Nigerians tended to like him; he could not be seen as a material for that high command. He sees Olusegun Obasanjo as a coward and a fraudster because; he has presented himself as something he is not. And to him, everything becomes a power play. It is hard to see something positive he has contributed to the country. He is seen as being unable to maintain peace in Nigeria because, he is displaying the same dandify of his election process into his administration, hence the endemic crises in the country.

Peddler (1979) examines the main currents in Nigeria history, 1940 to 1978, in four unequal periods. The first period, 1940 to 1960k, saw the leveling, as soon as the World War II ended in 1945, of decolonization in Nigeria. According to Pedler (1979) war activities stimulated demand for labour in Lagos. He noted that the population of the city grew, with overcrowding and discontent. Trade unions were formed and their leaders were more radical than any in West Africa.
Ojiako. (1981) Presents the territories now known as Nigeria as a country consisting of three main ethnic groups: the Hausa people of the North, the Igbo people of the east and the Yoruba people of the west, and therefore, there had been the difficulty of finding a means of binding them together to form a nation. Nigeria from the onset according to him, contained communities, which were different in race, in language, and in social and political organizations. The emirates of the North were Mohammedans and had little in common with the Yorubas and Igbos in the south. The problem then was how to merge the discordant element into a coherent whole while preserving for each sufficient autonomy to satisfy cultural aspirations.

He then traces Nigeria’s constitutional development towards unification and development of a common nationality starting from 1851 when Lagos was occupied by the British colonial masters, to 1906 when the colony of Lagos and the protectorate of southern Nigeria were amalgamated into the colony and protectorate of southern Nigeria. Then to 1914 when the two administrations of Northern and southern Nigeria were amalgamated, to 1951 when the federal constitution was introduced. And when it became clear that the three regions had such wide differences that they could not work together well in a closely knit federation, so that the years, 1951 to 1960 left Nigerian leaders to negotiate soberly for federal constitutions based on parliamentary system of government. And when tempers ran high, the leaders managed to find a solution in a compromise, nor were the political parties separated by political ideologies. The leaders also concerned themselves with the policy of improving the lot of Nigerians and serving their needs of employment, food supply and education,
(which constituted the necessities of life to all) and all were almost unanimous in avoiding association with the existing ideological blocks.

In spite of the promises of the parliamentary system of government for Nigeria, Ojiako (1981) observed that Nigeria's special problems and complex political forces had successfully overwhelmed our leaders' ability to negotiation and made nonsense of the parliamentary system of government. Explaining why Nigeria opted for a presidential system of government to mark the end of the military interregnum in 1979, Ojiako points to the search for a system that would solve Nigeria's special problem of diverse tongues and conflicting cultures. The problem of leadership in attributed by him to the clash of personalities that plague Nigeria and precluded it from evolving that universally accepted leadership so essential in the founding of a nation.

At the time of writing, Ojiako (1981) observed that the jealousy between the states of the federation was still strong and the rivalry among the parties remains overzealous and keen, an inclination that the issue of unity was still a far cry. Thus, he present the aims of his book of twenty-one chapters in five parts to include reporting clearly and directly:

a) Important political events in Nigeria from 1851 to 1951 and to show why and how the British colonial masters brought the tribes of Nigeria together and portrayed the unsuccessful attempt made to merge them together to form a nation.

b) Essential day to day events and political activities of our governments and politicians from 1951 to 19960 to show the philosophy behind the formation of our political parties, tussle for power among our politicians,
how soberly the federal constitution of our first republic was negotiated for over 10 years.

c) Day to day events from 1960 to 1966 to show how the political elites unbridle defiance of the accepted norms and practices of democracy, their negative disposition towards the unity and consequent peace, stability of the nation, generated individual lawlessness and general laxity among the masses of the people which deteriorated into a breakdown of law and order manifested by act of arson, lottery, killing and general insecurity in the first republic.

d) Detailed day-to-day event from 1975 up to August 1980 to show how the executive presidency was evolved, the argument for and against, compare organization and activities of the government of the find out whether Shehu Shagari’s activities have successfully avoided mistakes of both our colonial period and those of our colonial period and those of our first republic and how far it has succeeded in laying down solid foundation for uniting the tribes of Nigeria.

The book concludes with some optimistic assumptions that executive presidency is a success and not a failure, the assumption that later events since 1981 have not justified, for instance: has the executive presidency been a substitution of politics of conciliation for politics of confrontation.

Isichei. (1977) Examines the history of West Africa from 1800 up to the 1970s, noting that before the colonial experience began in 1900, Nigeria was able to supply her basic needs through its agricultural and other economic activities. When Nigeria came under colonial rule, the system of government adopted was indirect rule, which is described simply as ruling thorough, the
African ruler. Its adoption was not exactly the same throughout the country, but the difference was one of degree not kind. And everywhere, the African ruler was given a large say in local government. Everywhere, the system produced a number of instances of oppression and misrule. The colonial period itself was relatively short. But its nature and tempo changed with time, hence it had different phases of which the earliest phase and one of colonial conquest, portrayed the oppressive and violent face of colonialism most clearly, having been accompanied not by much loss of life, but by much destruction of property. The second phase, with its international crises of worldwide depression has been aptly summed up in he French word "immobilism", so that the prices of goods sold and bought proved unfavorable for the African, and the huge sums of money generated by the marketing boards were not used for development project in Nigeria, but were rather siphoned away to pappy for industrialization which was in dire need of being encouraged and employment for Nigerians created. Then in the last phase, 1945 to 1960, the colonial presence changed greatly due partly to the booming price of west African's export and a tremendous expansion in their quantity which earned a substantial surplus for development Britain was also now willing to invest substantial fund in Nigeria for development projects. Nigerians were now also having greater say in their country's destiny, thereby making an expansion of industrial investments by them possible, though the expanding buying capacity of Nigerians during this period did not affect the countryside where "immobilizes" still holds way.
Isichei (1977) further blamed the colonial government for neglecting the improvement of agriculture and industrialization saying that even the transport revolution that occurred was entirely paid for by the African peasants and not by the expatriate firms which used the roads and railways to export British primary product from the interior to the west. The introduction of lorry transport was also the initiative and credit of the African businessmen. The production of agricultural products like palm oil and kernel, as well as groundnuts, cocoa and the others were made possible by the peasant cultivators. According to her, in the nineteenth, as in the twentieth century, agricultural exports were produced almost entirely by small independent peasant farmers.

A number of eminent scholars have considered progress and/or development for a nation and have emphasized the provision of eye-catching infrastructures, such as roads, public buildings and so on or even equate national development with economic growth measured in aggregate terms- G.N.P (Gross National Product), G.D.P (Gross Domestic Product), income per capital etc. according to Kalu (1980) some even see development as money, profits, number of industries, and such other things. But these views have been sent to be a hollow and mere whetted sepulchers.

At the height of controversy over what national development should be, an eminent scholar E.F. Schumacher presents a number of prescriptions for a meaningful and objective developmental goals. According to Schumacher (1974) development does not start with goods, it starts with people and their education organization and discipline. He then warns that a developing nation should avoid a technology that dehumanizes, gulps scarce and
irreplaceable resources and destroys the ecology. In its place, he recommend at technology with human face, a development strategy which considers the quality of life as its supreme goal. In the final analysis, according to Kalu (1980), it is quality of the environment, the discipline of the citizenry and the quality of administration or organization that are more essential ingredients of development.

2.4 Summary of literature Review.

The chapter surveys the past writings on the subject, brings out clearly the nature and extent of the Nigerian catalogue of woes, which prevent national development and unity, as well as the numerous efforts and strategies executed to facilitate the same goal. The choice of the topic of this project therefore, is informed by the fact that, all the attempted to bring national development and unity in Nigeria has not been realized. With the aid of a long-sight, it has also been realized that no solution to the problem of national development and unity will be effective unless religious/moral values are applied by the citizens of Nigeria in whatever they do.
CHAPTER THREE
RELIGIOUS/MORAL VALUES IN NIGERIAN DEVELOPMENT

3.1 MISCONCEPTION OF NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN NIGERIA WITHOUT RELIGIOUS/MORAL VALUES

In probing into the idea of misconception of nation development in Nigeria Without religious/moral values, attention has to be, therefore directed from The onset to the guidelines map pointed out by the social scientists as to what the developing African states including Nigeria, would adhered to on attainment of dependence. The western social scientists had their own list of the attributes of a developed policy. According to Coleman (1965) political development should be seen as an interminable contrapuntal interplay among the processes of differentiation, the imperatives of equality, an the integrative adaptive capacity of a political system. These attributes of the western social scientists influenced many leaders in the developing countries. And in the 1979 Nigerian constitution the stated goal for national development included such clauses as “a united strong and self-reliant nation”, ‘a great and dynamic economy’, a just and legalities society’ and so on. All these mirror the kind of jargons borrowed from the western model.

But making these mirror the kind of jargons borrowed from the western model. But making these goals part of the constitution was one thing, while the application of religions/moral values to implement them was another.

Besides, the three dominating religions in Nigeria had the required tenets for achieving the goals of national development. But the major problem is that the Nigerian political rulers since independence had been unwilling to apply religions/morals, which these tenets emphasize in handling the affairs
of the nation for development and unity.

Then coming back to the idea of swallowing hook and nail the suggestion of the western social scientists, the general reaction is that, imbibing their model is wrong since development is, after all, not a completed state of affairs; it is an on-going process.

Amucheazi (1980) has identified this wrong conception of development as the reason why developing countries like Nigeria has not been able to deliver the good to their people. The quality of life in these countries continues to deteriorate and the gap between the developing countries and the developed ones widens. In his own reaction, Mazrui (1968) accused the western social scientists of merely canvassing for the western political system. He goes further to state that it is no longer racial bigotry that is being invoked to explain stages of political growth. According to him, what is now invoked is the most ethnocentric pride.

Rose (1964), Klinghoffer (1973) and Duallley (1973) all share similar view that success in national development is much more likely to be achieved where the rules have been autochthonous evolved and unlikely where they have not. Indeed, it is the holistic consideration of these observations that makes Amaucheazi (1980) to feel that for Nigeria to develop truly, Nigerians must disengage themselves from colonial thought process, values and practices and evolve institutions which will enable the individual to find his fulfillment. But along this, the application of religious/moral values in imperative. Hence Ezeanya (1980) advises that for Nigerians to live and make progress, they must abide with the tenets of the traditional religions/moral values of our ancestors which eschewed evil. By
way of conclusion, the duty of working for the development of Nigeria lies with Nigerians themselves, who must try all they can to allow religious/moral values to be involved in all their efforts towards development goals.

3.2 RATIONAL (REASONS) FOR RELIGIOUS/MORAL VALUES IN MEANINGFUL NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN NIGERIA CONTEXT

The reason for religious/moral values in meaningful national development relates to efforts geared towards achieving moral progress and social development in efforts geared towards achieving moral progress and social development in a system. Social development itself depends on changes in the economic system, which in turn leads to new ideas, new values and new form of consciousness. The major reasons for the application of religious/moral values in meaningful national development in Nigeria context are now as follows:

One of the reasons has been explained by Nwala (1980) when he noted that moral and religious teachings may provoke moral indignation against the evils in our society.

The second reason for using religious/moral values as an instrument for meaningful development in Nigeria is supplied in the view of Malinowski (1961) who observes that the concept of religion consists of religious experiences and religious expressions. The former refer to the inexplicable, inner feelings. He sees inner vision as pointing towards the innate religious instinct in man. Thus according to Kalu (1980) this is the reason why the religious factor must be considered seriously in any developmental planning.
Thirdly, according to Kalu (1980), in Africa, it is indisputably clear that the dominant world-view is incurably religious. Everything that happens to an African whether good or bad, fortune or misfortune is attributed to the making of some unseen and supernatural beings and powers, which can make an unmake. Therefore since the unseen spiritual realm can never be ignored in all that we do, we must seek for a panacea to our social ill and maladies in, and also make a passionate appeal always, to, religious/moral values in any policy for national development and unity.

Fourthly, it is known that each of the world's major religions has a set of social ethics, which should govern the direction of development. It is here then that religious/moral values recommend themselves for meaningful development in the Nigerian context.

Fifthly, in his treatment of the problem of national unity, Aristotle (1961) warned that any polis, which is truly so-called and not merely in name must devote itself to the end of encouraging goodness, otherwise, it will merely represent an alliance of people where members live at a distance from one another. Ezeanya (1980) also notes that religion of it's own nature tends to unite individual communities and nations under the divine umbrella of one and the same Heavenly father God.

These various instances referred to above, and many other point to a single fact that, nation building or national development in Nigerian's context cannot make any headway without the religious (moral) father which under girds our moral values traditions and thinking. That Nigeria is today being plagued by bribery and corruption, tribalism, nepotism, selfishness, personal greed, indifference towards the interest of others being unpatriotic and so on has
been because our political leaders as well as the masses have failed to make religious/moral values indispensable guides in meaningful national development, hence the catalogue of woes that befall Nigeria since its independence.

3.3 ANALYSIS OF KEY RELIGIOUS/MORAL VALUES FOR NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND UNITY

Our traditional religion has core values some of which constitute the key religious/moral values for national development and unity especially in the Nigerian context. For the purpose of this survey, the include sanctity of life, respect, good character, obedience, honesty, achievement, loyalty to the group, bravery and industry. Significantly enough, each of the main world religions, including Christianity and Islam which are among the dominant religions in Nigeria has its own set of similar religious/moral values, which may differ in degree but not in kind, from the ones listed here. Because of limitation of space only a few of them will be analyzed here for illustration.

a) Sanctity of life: This religious/moral value enjoins placement of a premium on the value of every human being no matter his class or ethnic origin in the country but such a consideration will not be extended to anybody who constitutes a threat to the lives and peaceful existence of other members of the society such as murderers, armed robbers, human traffickers and so on. This value allows a person to fight back in self-defense and not allow himself to be killed in the name of respect for shedding of blood.

b) Respect: This enjoins respect for people in authority, elders, those senior to oneself in age, rank and status, as well as respect for the laws, tradition
and customs of the land. It also enjoins respect for the feelings of every other human being.

c) **Good character:** This refers to nurturing and socializing members of the society to imbibe attitudes and behaviour that promote those aspects of lie approved by the society especially those that emphasize peace and harmony in the corporate existence.

d) **Obedience:** This goes hand in hand with respect and ensues peace and harmony between members of the society in all matters of community life.

e) **Honesty:** This calls for transparency in all aspect of a person's relation with people and the society at large. This is particularly important in commercial transactions and in handling of public funds, as well as in one's place of work and in examinations.

f) **Achievement:** This insists on one's ability and prove or tested qualities rather than birth and connection with those in authority. This will indubitably combat such social ills as tribalism, bribery and corruption as well as mediocrity, nepotism and favouritism.

g) **Industry:** This extols business before pleasure and eschews delinquency. It allies itself with achievement to foster self-confidence, self-reliance and the pursuit of excellence all of which constitute a bulwark to the social ills in the nation's life as already mentioned above.

It needs not be remarked that the religious/moral value themselves are the hallmark of good qualities in social organization. And all of them are, in the final analysis, the product of the human heart, the inculcation of which is absolutely indispensable for national development and unity, especially in a
developing, country like Nigeria.

3.4 INSTITUTIONAL AREAS TO BE ADDRESSED BY KEY RELIGIOUS/MORAL VALUES

3.4.1 Social lives:

In re-echoing Aristotle’s ideals, Ezeanya (1980) points out that the work of nation building must concern itself with more than mere temporal care of the individual. Rather it is according to him, hinged on the formation of man in such a way that the state enjoys true goodness. According to Ezeanya (1980) the building of a nation which in effect boil$ down to the building of the individual themselves. Here then lies the importance of applying religious/moral values, and which at the same time form a human heart.

The above named attribute of religious/moral values were, as mentioned earlier, the products of human heart and minds, that is when man deliberately makes effort to do good and avoid evil. But this will only come about when man understands unequivocally that he is under the authority of a higher power who controls his destiny and to whom he must render an account of his stewardship, when he departs this temporal world and he rewarded for his conduct. To elaborate and emphasize further the vital role religion plays in the building of a nation, Ezeanya (1980) points out that:

True religion teaches man that he is a creature of an all-powerful father on whom he depends for his life and well being and to whom he must render an account of his life. Man learns from religion that he has specific obligation to himself, to his fellow human beings and to the society to which belongs and above all to his maker.
By its very nature, religion unites individuals, communities, and nations under the divine umbrella of one and the same heavenly father, God. It is this implicit conviction in man that he has a maker who rewards the good and punishes the bad that makes man to become a social animal who aspires always to live in harmony with other members of the society. Is there any wonder then that religious/moral values are indispensable for national development and unity when it is essentially the instrument for making man to live in harmony with other human beings.

3.4.2 Political Lives:

The essence of bringing religious/moral values in the political lives of the Nation cannot be overestimated. Mbiti (1971) noted that moral are the food and drink which keep the society alive, healthy and happy. One there is Moral break-down, the whole integrity of the society breaks down. This is of course one out of several observations by eminent scholars, which underscore the importance of giving religious/moral values, Nigeria can build a virile state in which all are united, a state free from tribal hatred and prejudice, a state free from endemic vice of tribalism, bribery and corruption, and where justice, love and peace reign supreme. But are all these laudable and noble aspirations not elusive in Nigeria today? The reverse of all these expectations is the case. The nation is notoriously plagued with armed robbery, corruption and bribery, embezzlement of public funds, widespread sexual immorality at all levels of the society, shameless desecration of holy places by stealing in which unbelievably enough, those include the heads of the organizations, and ineffective and inept political leadership. That Nigeria is a country where nothing works
has been as a result of an endless catalogue of social ills as the ones listed above. Such unwholesome practices do not augur well for development and unity in Nigeria, but rather fills the minds of the citizenry with the fear of impending catastrophe and collapse or ultimate disintegration of the state. The apparent irony is that the reform measures are mapped out and are loudly orchestrated in the news media. But in the end, their implementation comes out to be mere ‘cosmetics’ and window dressing. Thus, far from being a nation where no-one is oppressed, Nigeria has become a country where a tiny minority which constitutes the political elites regard the fabulous wealth which accrue from the county’s oil production as a booty to be shared among its gluttonous member. Is it not a brutal irony that a country, which ranks as the sixth largest oil producing state in the world is also probably the second most corrupt and therefore one of the poorest counties globally because of the quality of life of the majority of the masses. There is galloping inflation, the prices of the necessities of life are soaring and therefore not within the reach of the common man, the infrastructure facilities and all forms of social amenities are neglected; beggars fill all the streets of Nigerian major towns and cities and there is no hesitation in suppressing the most brutal manner the protests and strikes of workers who find their conditions of service most unacceptable. In a country which prides itself as being a successful democracy, opposition is not tolerated and often ruthlessly crushed: a case in point being the incident in 2004 when some six thousand police men were drafted into Abuja, the capital city to prevent a proposed press conference by the aggrieved political parties which had wanted to protest against so many anomalies in the political lives of the country, including the massive rigging of the
electron of 2003 by the ruling PDP party.

These relatively few instances of decadence in the political life of the Nigeria's independence, but also to point out the evil consequence that have emanated from the insensitivity of the political elite in Nigeria to the legitimate right of the majority of the Nigeria citizens to an equitable share in their God given natural resources of the country. Although many factors can be adduced for the above mentioned long catalogue of woes, there is no gainsaying the fact that, non-practice of religious/moral values in the political lives of the nation is in the national development policies and strategies, has the lion share of the blame for the deteriorating situation in the forty-five year's history of Nigeria's statehood and sovereign status. No wonder many Nigerians who were eye-witnesses to the colonial situation often say openly, that they would prefer the re-instatement of the British rule to what they are experiencing now. Starting from the days of Yakubu Gowon, up to the present administration, Nigeria has been a country where one leader after the other lost the nation's coffers without any genuine and determined effort being made by the successive administration to recover the lost. Rather, the unchallenged robbers sit back to gather more strength and plan new strategies in order to stage a cone-back to continue their robbery and looting of national treasury. However, this is merely a way of expressing disappointment and anger at the betrayal from the political elite.

3.4.3 Economic lives

Analytic studies have shown indisputably that, one of the major factors hampering national development in Nigeria has been the aftermath of the
British colonial administration, which leaves the country inextricably dependent on her former colonial overlords economically, politically and socially. In other words, national development in Nigeria, is to a large extent, hampered by colonial legacies, especially the economic policies adopted in the country during the colonial period. Britain colonized Nigeria in order to dominate her politically and socially as well as to exploit her economically. Thus apart from a vigorous purist of political and cultural imperialism, Britain left no stone unturned to suck the blood of Nigeria and to drain her resources on an unimaginable scale and dimensions. In its economic policies, Britain turned its attention to the promotion of its economic activities and projects which would be her benefits to an utter disregard of what would be the interest of Nigerians. The traditional economic system was stifled, while the predatory and individualistic capitalist system was enthroned in its stead.

The production of cash crops to feed the Western industries were grown at the expense of food crop to feed the toiling population of Nigeria, infrastructure and social services that were carried out were only those that would encourage and enhance the exportation of Nigerians resources to the rest of Europe. But the worst was that, conscious that she would one day relinquish power to owners of the land, Britain started to groom a local elite and therefore, collaborators or partners in the crime of exploitation, who would assist them in looting the country of its abundant resource with the hope of being rewarded with a share of the booty. It was in this issue of planting of a dubious local clientele that the issue of religious/moral values comes in. Can it even be imaginable that some Nigerians could ever acquiesce shamelessly to assisting the predatory British colonies to impoverish Nigeria, thereby putting
their fellow Nigerians to a position of continuing servitude and extremity of penury. Ever since the Nigerian independence in 1960, the politico-economic history of the country has been a history of man's inhumanity to man whereby, for sheer self-interest, fellow Nigerians collude with the neo-colonialist in looting the Nigerian treasury and carting away whatever profits that will accrue to the poor masses of the country. Related to this is that, the people at the helms of affairs, the political leaders and the government officials and political makers exploit the position entrusted to them to embezzle public fund and indulge in other inhuman acts to the detriment of the common people, thereby creating the extra-ordinarily rich tiny minority, and the large majority who languish in abject poverty. Should those who plan and execute projects in Nigeria, manage it’s resources and over-see the distribution of the nation’s wealth to the citizens, eschew self-interest and serve the people with fear of the omnipotent God, there is no doubt that Nigeria will be a country where nobody is oppressed, a country where equity, justice and fair play reign supremely, a country where commitment, a society where people are happy and healthy and a country unencumbered by ethnicity and nepotism, as well as the dastardly crimes of bribery and corruption, dishonesty and cheating. Definitely when religious/moral values are given a place in the economic life of Nigeria, national development will move ahead unimpeded.

3.4.4 Educational lives

The social ills pervading the country have penetrated into Nigeria’s educational system. Instead of serving as the seat of learning, academic excellence, hard-work and honesty, the Nigerian educational institutions have degenerated into places of decadence, bribery and corruption, sexual
immorality, examination mal-practices, cultism, favouritism and cheating. Merit is no longer the criterion for admission of students, nor is it the basis for appointment of the staff. The types of anti-social and germinal practices, which have be-deviled the Nigerian political arena and leadership, have found their way into the educational systems. The heads of various levels of educational institutions now regard their position as an opportunity for unethical personal enrichment, and therefore collect illegal dues and misappropriate funds without qualms. As already hinted above, the recruitments of staff are no longer based on merits. Rather, appointments are offered to the highest bidder, who hopes to recover whatever they had spent either by fair or by foul means.

And often and again, female students score high marks in examinations by being very loose to their shameless teachers, forced buying of handout is known in all higher-institutions throughout the country and no serious efforts are being directed towards eradicating this unveiled robbery of students, some of which are really indigent. One must need ask whether, in the face of the above listed states of affair, there in Nigeria. Nevertheless, should both those in authority and pupils of our educational institution eschew incident acts, see educational institutions as citadels of learning and excellence, and not centers of materialism filth and whoredom; should they allow regional/moral values to govern their lives, the noble ideal of educational institutions will be restored for the achievement of national development.

3.4.5 Religious lives.

Religion and moral set the standards for good behaviours and attitudes and condemn all forms of evil practices of people in the society. There is no religion in the world, which does not have good ethical codes which make for national
development and unity. But certain religions have been eroded by materialism and self-interest, which does not augur well for nation development and unity. In the Christian religion today in Nigeria, some members particularly the leaders have thrown religious/moral values to the wind and dupe their protégés, misappropriate or engage in sexual scandals with members of their church, all in the name of religion. Generally, the religious leaders claim that what they do are revealed to them by the Holy Spirit and their unsuspecting followers believe every utterance without any iota of doubt. On the other hand Islamic religion condemns every forms of corruption including smuggling, but it is common knowledge that the Moslems who go to Mecca every year for pilgrimage are the worst smugglers in Nigeria. Yet the Nigerian government and security agents turn blind eyes to this rape of scrutiny. Even within the traditional religion, things have fallen apart. For instance, formally in the conferment of the 'Ozo' title, among the Igbo of South-East Nigeria, the entire requirements were based strictly on the tenants and ethical standards of traditional religion for purity and righteousness. Consequently, every prospective aspirant for the title was thoroughly screened by the members of the 'Ozo' society before the conferment of the title. But today, the reverse is the case. The qualifications for the title have been watered down and shifted from transparent and religious life to materialism and base benefits that could be gained from the new entrants in the form of the fees and the feasts for the ceremony. This means that even the worst criminal in the society could easily qualify for the title provided he is able to provide the fees, donations and sumptuous feasts to the 'Ozo' society for the ceremonies of the conferment of the title.
Nevertheless, in any quest for national development and unity in Nigeria, religious/moral values must be in the forefront, both the process of the formulation of policies and in the execution of projects. It is a must that every member of the society, both the leaders and led, the elite and the commoners, the young and the old, must return to the life of piety enjoined by the dominant religions concerned. Ezeanya (1980) has reminded us that, in whatever one does, he must do it “in full awareness that the eye of God, the divinities, spirit and ancestors are on him, taking note of every moral act of his”. According to Ezeanya (1980):

> It is this awareness of the unfailing sanction from the divinities that was responsible for the prevalence of law and order in the traditional society where before, there were no policemen or soldiers to enforce the law of states. Today on the other hand, our nation is plagued by armed robbery, bribery and corruption... and so on.

Ezeanya (1980) is cited above to recall the good message of our traditional religion, which is still relevant to the present day Nigeria. However, we have to heed to all that is good in our dominant religions, especially their reaching on life of piety, so as to facilitate and engender national developmental goals and induce group integration, patriotism and solidarity. Since religious/moral values are the antidote to national underdevelopment and disunity, they represent the virtues that should be encouraged on the lives of members of every community, especially in a country of multi-nationalities as in this case of Nigeria. The sure road to national development should be built on the belief and practice of the principles of religious/moral values.
CHAPTER FOUR

CONSEQUENCE OF ACCEPTANCE OF TRUE RELIGIOUS/MORAL VALUES FOR NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

There is no doubt that the acceptance of true religious/moral values for Nigerian national development would give rise to positive consequences in religious, political, social, economic, educational and psychological aspects of life in the country, thereby resulting in national development.

4.1 RELIGIOUS CONSEQUENCES.

The acceptance of true religious/moral values in a society like Nigeria means that Nigerians have realized in the words of Ezeanya (1980) that “man must make deliberate efforts to do good and avoid evil” and that, “true religion teaches man that he is a creature of an all powerful father on whom he depends for his life and well-being”. Thus, the religious consequences of adopting true religious/moral values are the issue of belief and practice:

(a) Religious leaders will begin to carry out their function with dedication and a sense of commitment, and with full awareness that the eyes of God the divinities, spirits and ancestors are on them. Their moral transformation will invariably make them to eschew materialism, bribery and corruption, looting of treasuries of their establishments and all other self-seeking practices. Their moral transformation will rather make them to display exemplary ideals while discharging their functions. Simply put, moral transformation helps this evolution of a society where there is fear of God; and the fear of God in turn will make people including the religious leaders, to do good and avoid evil. To buttress this points, Ezeanya (1980) notes that once a country has the love of God and the fear of God strongly entrenched in its national life, then the nation
is on a safe road to progress in all respects.

(b) On the other hand, but closely related to the above, it may help to recall that the Second Vatican Council admonished the earthly rulers, including all the religious leaders, that only God and an hierarchy of other spiritual being will make them to lead decent lives, respect their senior and those in authority and love one another. These qualities would enhance group cohesion. And in the context of a country like Nigeria, with up to three hundred ethnic groups, it will not only engender those qualities which are essential for love and mutual understanding between the component ethnic groups in the country, it will also create conducive environment for national development in which the entire populace are deeply concerned with the task of accomplishing the national goals.

(e) It cannot be seen as a wild speculation that the rise and proliferation of the sectarian and independent churches has been, in part, due to the disillusionment of some of the members of the dominant churches—the Roman Catholic and Protestant Churches—as a result of corrupt leadership. Their decision to break away and form religious organizations of their own has been seen as a necessary reaction so as to found their own religious organization where religious/moral value reign supremely. Hence the Garrick Braide movement in the Niger Delta, and the Aladura movement in Yoruba land sprung up. There is no doubt that the acceptance of true religious/moral values by the leaders of the dominant denominations mentioned above will help to win back the minds of the break away churches or at least stem further desertion of the established churches.

Nevertheless, the religious consequence of the single act in acceptance of
true religious/moral values will be such that there will be an honest presentation of man’s dependent relationship with God, as experienced and expressed in practical relationship with fellowmen in the society. The citizen would understand and appreciate the fact that God is the cornerstone of the society. The fact that every body worships the same God but through different religious beliefs will be appreciated and understood. If religious/moral values are accepted, gone will be the days of inter-religious tribal wars and discrimination. The acceptance of religious/moral values would also make different religious groups in Nigeria to come closer to each other in the quest for peace, understanding and progress in our country.

4.2 POLITICAL CONSEQUENCE

The political consequence of acceptance of true religious/moral values for national development cannot be over-emphasized. With the acceptance of these values, Nigerian would no longer see politics as an exploitative gave in which the politicians always gain to the detriment of the masses. Rather, politics will be viewed as an expression of care for the masses. A politician with this sentiment will transform the society to a better society, instead of leading it to disintegration. According to Ekwunife (1995), such a politician in the present Nigeria context will be actively involved in improving the existing deteriorating infrastructure like roads, medical and education facilities and so on. The adoption of religious/moral values will no doubt raise the standard of politics practiced in Nigeria from what looks like institutionalized oppressive structures to democratic structures. When this is done, national development would no longer be a tedious task as it has been perceive to be.

To illustrate the above, we have to recall the admonition of the second
Vatican Council about earthly rulers already cited earlier. It was under the leadership of the late Dr. Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, that Tanzania evolved into a truly successful nation because, it began to give God a place of honour in its nation life Julius Nyerere, though a devout catholic in a predominantly Moslem country, led the way is showing that God is the Alpha and the Omega.

His exemplary life of piety, selflessness, hard-work and so on won him sincere, loving and appreciative following of his people. Hence his Arusha Declaration of 1969, which mapped out his own idea of government and leaderships, was wholeheartedly accepted by all his people. And at once, it became a landmark in the transformation of Tanzania from being one of the poorest countries in the world to being a country whose rate of economic development was one of the highest in the world. Nyerere, had therefore put Tanzania on the threshold of social, economic and political emancipation.

Tanzania’s national development was underway in all respects, thanks to the acceptance of religious/moral values which Nyerere demonstrated. The Tanzanians welcomed his leadership and there was progress. Therefore, should Nigerian’s imitate the behavior of Tanzanians, similar results will be achieved in Nigeria?

4.3 SOCIAL CONSEQUENCE

Acceptance of religious/moral values will have its effect on social lives of the people. Human trafficking and ritual killings would become things of the past. All the man-power that Nigeria loses to these evil vices on daily basis would be things of the past. Moral behaviour of our youths would improve as devious acts such as cultism, armed robbery, thuggery and so on will be minimized. Unemployment among the populace would also reduce because people will
now be humble to work hard. In this way the social lives of the people are improved.

The number and enormity of the anti-social behaviours in Nigeria today are so alarming. What appears to be more important is to locate their causes and to find a solution. Thus, it is clear that the single most important reason why people give in to anti-social behaviour of all description is the abandonment of religious/moral values in our society. The only and most-effective way of curbing the ugly trend in the social lives of Nigerians is to effect through moral rearmament and through the acceptance of religious/moral values. As soon as this is done, the minds of the Nigerians will begin to hate evil practices and extol the good ones.

4.4 ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

It is quite clear that for any nation to be economically stable, both the revenue of the nation and its disbursement must be properly managed. This management and disbursement of a nation’s revenue is a business, which requires deep sense of commitment, probity, unselfishness, justice and god conscience. These qualities will be extolled while self-interest, avariciousness, bribery and corruption, tribalism, nepotism, embezzlement and misappropriation of public fund will be eschewed. When all these are done, a better economic environment will be created for national development. But to realize such a noble dream requires, the acceptance of religious/moral values so that the nation’s production efforts and it’s revenue could be properly managed for the economic development of the country.

Furthermore, if true religious/moral values are accepted by the populace, the economic situation of the country would no doubt make a u-turn and improve.
This is true because the cases of embezzlement of public funds, bribery and corruption, advanced payment fraud (419) and so on would be reduced to a minimum. Inflation that has been the major problem of our nation’s economy will be reduced. Our leaders, due to the acceptance of true religious/moral values, when making policies would embark only on those policies that would benefit the nation’s purse rather than their own individual purses. Instead of buying stocks and estates in foreign lands, our leaders would engage in the construction of industries and companies here in Nigeria. These industries would reduce unemployment by offering jobs to our idle youths and at the same time yield revenue to the government. These would no doubt improve our economy and hence bring about economic development.

4.5 EDUCATION CONSEQUENCE

Clinical investigations have proved that the downward or retrogressive trend in Nigerian’s educational system since independence, were the result of ineffective and corruption leadership and it bandwagon effect of the various stakeholders. But as in the case of economic system of the country discussed above, the social ills that attack the educational system in Nigeria, like the deadly 'ebula' disease, will be overcome when Nigerian leaders and all the people involved in the educational system imbibe true religious/moral values in whatever they do. Only then would the diversion of fund meant for educational purpose cease. Only the application of religious/moral values will put a stop to a situation where the schools and institutions at all level are closed down for long periods of time; where teachers salaries and educational amenities and infrastructures are not provided and maintained; where female students are harassed sexually by their teachers; where the quality of knowledge imparted to
the student is below average; where examination malpractices have become a tradition and so on. It is only religious/moral values that can restore sanity to Nigeria’s educational system and once again made educational institutions in the country centers of learning where the man-power for national development and unity are trained.

4.6 PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES:

Treating Nigerian social ills in the psychotically dimension will amount to over-hauling the entire framework of the psychological orientation of the citizens of Nigeria, and therefore implanting in them new moral values that will make them new human beings capable of moving the nation forward in the direction of national development and unity. Socializing the Nigerian citizenry psychologically into true religious/moral values will steer them away from doing evil and turn them towards good deeds. Religious leaders have a major role here to ensure the success of this exercise. Therefore they must see that they themselves are not dupes, deceivers and cheats. They must be transparent, honest and leaders of exemplary life i.e. they must be doers of what they preach. When all the above are in place, the result will be that, a new breed of Nigerian citizenry will emerge which have been purged of its social filth and patterned to extol good and eschew evil, and which therefore have the psychological qualification to pilot the affairs of the national towards a viable national development. It must be admitted, however that only a heavy dose of reformatory socialization embodied in true religious/moral values will curb the delinquency and moral degeneration in various Nigerian elements. Only true religious/moral values will curb the insensitivity, indifference, ostentation, avarice, corruption, and other related vices in the upper echelons of
government, as well as the retaliatory reactions of those who feel that they have been oppressed. To put it in simpler terms, when true religious/moral values are psychologically sowed in the hearts of Nigerians, the roots of the nation's social ills will with away, and an enabling environment will then be created for progress, national development and enduring unity in Nigeria. The value of human life will be appreciated, the quality of life of Nigerians will also improve and everybody will regard one another as members of the same family irrespective of diversities in ethnic origin.

Furthermore, the psychological effects of acceptance of religious/moral values would be that they would be a sense of security among the populace. People will now live in peace and without fear of what might happen in the future. The Igbo slogan, “I ma kwa ndi anyi bu” (do you know who we are?) would be folktales for generations to come.

Summarily, the consequence of accepting religious/moral values for national development is that national development will take its course and will no longer be difficult as it has been in the past years.
CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

5.1 PRINCIPAL FINDINGS:

After about forty-five years of Nigerian independence, the quest for national development and unity has continued to be elusive. This has been, to a large extent, as a result of vices of all descriptions, which beset the Nigerian society. But even by the late 1970s, the situation had been so glaring as to provoke reactions from eminent scholar of various hues who then began to investigate the root-causes of the evils in our society and to make candid suggestions as to how to uproot them in order to make national development and unity possible.

Nigeria is also seen as the sixth largest oil producing country in the world, oil constitutes more than ninety percent of the country’s foreign exchange earner. It is easy to assume that Nigeria must be so financially well off that her large population ought to have access to the income per capita that would enable her citizens to enjoy reasonable quality of life. According to ICPC (International Corruption Prevention Commissions) (2004), Nigeria is described unenviable as the second most corrupt country in the world. Nigeria is indeed, according to Ekwunife (1995), “socially and morally and terribly sick”.

The evil acts in Nigeria society such as corruption; prostitution, Advanced Payment Fraud (419), cultism, mismanagement and embezzlement of public funds have raised important questions about our traditional morals and values. It may be asked whether Nigerians are human beings at all, whether they have a sense of sound reasoning or evaluation? If so, why do they indulge in these heinous acts?
5.2 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE:

This study has shown why measures taken towards national development in the past has failed woefully. It has shown that for national development and unity to be realized in our nation, the principles of religious/moral values must be practiced. In essence before any plan or action taken for the development of the nation to yield positive results, religious/moral values must be observed and practiced.

The acceptance of true religious/moral values in a society like Nigeria will transform the moral life of the citizens. Such transformation will help in the evolution of a society where there is fear of God and the fear of God will make people to do good and avoid evil.

With the acceptance of true religious/moral values, Nigerian will no longer see politics as an exploitative game in which the politician always gain to the detriment of the masses. Rather politicians will see the political offices as opportunity to serve and make better, the live of the masses. The adoption of religious values will also raise standard of politics as it is practiced in Nigeria from what looks like institutionalized oppressive structures to real democratic structures.

For a nation to be economically stable, both the revenue of the nation and its disbursement must be properly managed. This collection and distribution of revenue is a business, which requires a deep sense of commitment, unselfishness and good conscience. These virtues are only gotten if religious/moral values are acknowledged and practiced. Hence religious/moral values are needed so that the nation production effort and its revenue could be properly managed for the economic development of the country.
5.3 **RECOMMENDATIONS:**

This project is carried out with a conviction that *thorough sanitization of the Nigerian citizens will produce a population that will join hands in fighting the societal ills that militate against national development and unity*. The whole Nigerians need to be socialized anew so that, both the leaders and the led will imbibe the principles of religious/moral values which will foster efforts towards national development and unity.

Therefore, the holistic education to be designed for all Nigerians will involve re-equipping all and sundry with religious/moral principles so that: Political leaders will cease to be corrupt and oppressive, educational leaders ill cease to be avaricious to the detriment of educational progress in the country; religious leaders will cease from being selfish, deceitful and materialistic; politicians will desist from being corrupt and from being the agents of the imperialists and neo-colonialists who loot the wealth of our country and thereby have their own rewards; and both the civil and public servants must be dutiful, honest and transparent in the execution of their functions. For this holistic education to be a reality, it has to be pursued at various levels: At the family level, parents should play a major role in monitoring the behaviour of their wards in order to ensure that they do not indulge in any anti-social behaviour, including watching corrupt films, joining bad gangs, and committing offense disapproved by the society. Rather, the parents should encourage children to make efforts that will ensure their progress, including reading works on religious moral values and joining the association that promote the lie of piety.

At the local community level, traditional rulers should be duty-bound to fight crimes and corruption without fear or favour.
At the level of the various tiers of government, activities, including seminars, competitions and all their programmes, which are capable of promoting religious/moral values, should be encouraged.

The various religions and religious bodies should emphasize the best in their doctrines so that they protégés will become good citizens who love other people and have respect for human lives. All religious leaders, whether traditional, Islamic or Christian, must be outspoken in condemning evils and in leading exemplary lives for their followers to emulate.

The teaching of moral instructions must be compulsory at the primary and secondary schools. Then, in the tertiary institution, the unit of General studies must provide for course in religious/moral education. Other aspects of citizenship education have to be included in the curriculum at all levels of the educational system in the country. In sampling this, one remembers the teaching of Aristotle which says that, "any polis which is truly so called,... must devote itself to the end of encouraging goodness. (Bakar, 1961, pp. 118-119). Adequate citizenship education will, for one thing, produce the type of leaders who will pilot the affairs of the nation knowledgeably and with the fear of God. When all the above recommendations are carried out, it is hoped that all the societal ills, which impede national development and unity in Nigeria, will be a thing of the past.

5.4 SUGGESTION FOR THE FURTHER RESEARCH

One of the outstanding problems that emanate from lack of Religious/moral values in the Nigerian contemporary society is corruption, this vice have eaten deep into the various sector in the Nigeria society. My frank and honest opinion is that anybody who can say that corruption in Nigeria ha
not yet become alarming is either a fool, a crook or else does not live in this country.

Corruption in Nigeria has passed the alarming and entered the fatal stage, and Nigeria will die if we keep pretending that she is only slightly indisposed.

The weekly star (1983:2) has this on its front page under the title. The Nigerian and corruption: “keeping an average Nigerian from being corrupt is like keeping a goat from eating yam”. This is badly put, worse perhaps than the government’s denial of its severity. A goat needs yam because yam is food for goats. A Nigerian does not need corruption, neither is corruption necessary nourishment for Nigeria. It is totally false to suggest, as we are apt to do that Nigerians are different fundamentally from any other people in these world. Nigerians are corrupt because the system under which they live today makes corruption easy and profitable; they will cease to be corrupt when corruption is made inconvenient and difficult.

I therefore suggesting that other researchers should investigate on one of the following problems:

a. Falsification of electoral results
b. Mismanagement and embezzlement of public funds.
c. Youth and cultism
d. Human Trafficking
e. Religious conflict and violence
f. Ritual murder
g. Prostitution
h. Advanced Payment Fraud (419)
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